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Schools
may need
to dip into
reserves
Sales, real estate
taxes not enough
By Carlos Sadovi
TRIBUNE REPORTER

Tribune photo by Jim Prisching

Pipe fitter Frank Janczak carries tubing to a 15-acre lake for a $4.5 million geothermal heating and cooling system for Sherman Hospital in Elgin.

New Elgin hospital goes geothermal
By Kristen Kridel
TRIBUNE REPORTER

From the dog days of summer to frigid winter nights,
the key to keeping a new Elgin hospital at a cozy temperature lies in an 18-foot-deep
lake.
Workers this summer are
submerging about 150 miles
of plastic pipe so Sherman
Hospital can use water from
the bottom of the 15-acre geothermal lake to heat and cool
its new facility.
“If the lake was dry, it
would look like a bunch of
coils and piping connected

together by a bunch of spaghetti,” said Warren Lloyd, a
vice president for KJWW Engineering Consultants.
The Rock Island-based
company designed the hospital’s $4.5 million geothermal
heating and cooling system.
Officials hope it will mean a
savings of about $1 million a
year in energy costs at the facility, scheduled to open next
year.
The maze of pipes, which
carry water treated with
non-toxic antifreeze, will
serve as heat exchangers in
the $310 million hospital.
Depending on the season,
the solution in the pipes will
be heated or cooled by water
at the bottom of the lake,
where the temperature won’t

rise above 80 to 85 degrees or
fall below 39 degrees. The
geothermal heat trapped in
the earth helps keep the water below the surface at a
fairly constant temperature.
“When it’s minus something outside, 39 degrees is
still warmer,” said Charles
Burnidge, an architect who
sits on the Elgin hospital’s
board of directors. “When
it’s 100 degrees outside, 85 degrees is still cooler.”
Each room in the 255-bed
hospital will have a heat
pump that in winter will
transfer heat from the fluid
piped into the rooms, or draw
it out in summer.
When the fluid is looped
back to the lake, heat is dissipated and the process starts

Frog only has ears for sweetie
Rare species can
tune out background
By Tim De Chant
TRIBUNE REPORTER

With a twitch of a muscle,
the Chinese concave-eared
torrent frog brushes off the
sounds of thundering rivers,
focusing on the one thing
that really matters: the siren
song of the opposite sex.
The males of this rare species are the only animal
known to be able to turn a
deaf ear to distracting noises
while enhancing the calls of
its own kind, according to a
study published Monday in
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science.
When the frog is calling for
a mate, a piece of cartilage in
its eustachian tubes—the canals that connect the ears
with the mouth—largely
blocks out distracting lowfrequency sounds like rushing water. Scientists hope
their discovery may lead to
improved hearing aids.
“This probably is the only
example we know of in the
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School in Greece found midday napping at least three
times per week for at least 30
minutes reduced heart-disease deaths by about onethird among men and women. The study focused on
23,681 Greeks who had no
history of coronary heart
disease, stroke or cancer.
Napping also takes the
edge off sleepiness by adding
to cumulative sleep time,
said Gregory Belenky, a sleep
researcher at Washington
State University.
“You can split your sleep
up and still have the same aggregate effect,” Belenky
said. “Nap early, nap often.”
Lisa Shives, president of
Northshore Sleep Medicine
in Evanston, disagrees. Typically, people who nap often
have a sleeping problem or a
medical condition, she said.
One drawback to napping
is sleep inertia—the feeling
of disorientation when awaking from a deep slumber,

animal kingdom with this
unusual adaptation,” said
Albert Feng, professor of molecular and integrative physiology at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and one of the study’s
lead authors.
Before they made the accidental discovery, Feng and
his colleagues were measuring how the frog’s unusually
thin eardrum responded to
sounds. Suddenly, the eardrum stopped vibrating.
“We were scratching our
heads,” Feng said.
Shining a flashlight into
its eustachian tubes, “we saw
something, a dark shadow
through this transparent
eardrum,” he said. “We said,
wow, what’s going on there?”
Previously,
scientists
thought frogs’ eustachian
tubes were never closed off.
“It’s strange from top to
bottom,” said Mark Bee, an
assistant professor in ecology, evolution and behavior
at the University of Minnesota who was not a part of the
study. The study has “forced
us to rethink everything”
about frog hearing, he said.

The Chinese frog lives
alongside fast-flowing rivers,
with birds and insects
shrieking over a cacophony
of falling water and rushing
rapids. The frogs try to shout
over one another, too—the
amphibian equivalent of the
cocktail party problem.
Without its adaptation, a
frog might not hear a mate.
“This frog produces a long
3- or 4-second call that consists of little pulses, you
know: ‘dat dat dat dat dat
dat,’ ” Bee said. The call is 10
percent sound and 90 percent
silence, he added, and the adaptation may allow the caller
to hear other frogs better in
the gaps between the bursts.
The frogs have inspired
Feng to ponder new hearing
aids that could gracefully
handle noisy environments.
Current hearing aids work
well in quiet situations, said
Bee, “but you put Grandma
and her new hearing aid at
the dinner table at Christmas with 15 other people all
talking at the same time, and
it doesn’t do her any good.”

Shives said. People who insist on snoozing should keep
the nap to 30 minutes or less
to avoid getting into the deepsleep cycle, she said.
“If you try to take a nap and
it’s too long, you wake up super groggy,” said Shives, a
spokeswoman for the American Academy of Sleep Medicine based in Westchester.
“That is not a good thing for
anyone who needs to work
immediately. They really
haven’t made themselves feel
better.”
But if you’re a napper, rest
assured: You’re in good company.
Fifty-four percent of the
1,000 Americans polled in a
2007 survey by the National
Sleep Foundation said they
took at least one nap during
the previous month. The respondents on average took
3.5 naps during the month,
with an average reported nap
time of about an hour.
People are even dozing at
work. One in 10 respondents
to the National Sleep Foundation survey said they have

napped at work. About onethird said their employer allows them to nap during
breaks, while 16 percent of
respondents said their employer provides a place for
employees to nap.
Employees of PerkSpot, a
Ravenswood company that
manages employee discount
programs on behalf of employers, have the opportunity to catch up on their zzz’s
on the office futon, which has
pillows but no blanket. Since
the futon was introduced to
the company about a year
ago, a few of the firm’s 10 employees take a nap there each
week, PerkSpot founder
Chris Hill said.
“We thought it would be a
nice place to sit. It just
turned into more of a napping-focused piece of furniture,” Hill said. “It has been
used on occasion when we
pull all-nighters. Get a couple hours sleep on there, then
back to work at 9.”
Instead of catching shuteye at work, Adam Joffe of
River North prefers to nap an

tdechant@tribune.com

over.
The decision to build the
new hospital on a 154-acre
site near the intersection of
Randall and Big Timber
Roads prompted criticism.
Administrators at Provena
St. Joseph Hospital, less than
four miles away, argued the
move might put their facility
out of business.
Officials at Sherman said
they weren’t trying to deflect
criticism when they approved plans to use a geothermal heating and cooling
system.
“It truly wasn’t” done to
win support, Burnidge said.
“The decisions Sherman
made were independent. We
were looking at our hospital,
our needs, the community’s

needs and how we could best
serve those needs.”
A hospital in West Burlington, Iowa, developed a geothermal lake for heating and
cooling in the late 1990s. The
system at Great River Medical Center saves more than
$900,000 a year in energy
costs, said John Mercer, a
hospital spokesman.
Although the system is
more costly to maintain, the
hospital still comes out
ahead overall through energy savings, Mercer said.
The only downside is that
it can take a little longer than
usual—up to an hour—for
the air in a room to reach the
desired temperature, he said.
kkridel@tribune.com

How frogs tune out sound
Chinese concave-eared
torrent frog
Odorrana tormota
Length: 1.2-2.2 inches
Habitat: In vegetation
along mountain streams
and waterfalls, and moist
forests and shrubland
Reproduction: Eggs are
laid in June.
Origin: Zhejiang and
Anhui Provinces, China
ELIMINATING BACKGROUND NOISE

Underside

In males, the eustachian tube opens
and closes, protecting the inner ear
from low-frequency sound.
Normal function
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Yearly savings may
be cool $1 million

Eustachian tube open, unprotected
Cartilage horn (acts like a hinge)
Muscles not contracted
Calling or swallowing
Cartilage horn pulls protective tissue
over eustachian tube
Muscles contract

SOURCES: Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, Amphibiaweb.org,
Naturwissenschaften; photo courtesy of Albert S. Feng, University of Illinois
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hour at home. Joffe said he
enjoys taking a snooze Friday evenings after a long
week of working and law
school at Chicago-Kent College.
Typically, he will lie on his
couch at about 6 p.m. and
wake up around 7:30 p.m., refreshed and ready to go out
for the night.
Joffe said he’d like to take
more naps if he had the
time—he was an everyday
napper in college—but he’d
never pay for a quick snooze.
“Nothing beats the comfort of my own couch,” Joffe,
27, said.
Still, other napsters prefer
a fancier snooze. The Kohler
spa in Burr Ridge has performed more than 50 custom
massages with restorative
naps since the spa opened
April 21, Kolb said. After
their 60-minute massage, spa
patrons stay on the massage
table, and the massage therapist covers their eyes with a
warm aromatherapy towel
and lowers the lights. Patrons are awakened 15 min-

utes later to the sound of a
tuning fork and bowl.
In New York City, the Yelo
spa charges $15 for a 20-minute nap in its YeloCab, a private space with a reclining
chair, cashmere blankets and
purified
air.
Customers
chose the color and intensity
of the light in the cabin and
their hibernation sounds
(environmental or music.)
Pamela Spiegel, a Yelo account executive, said the
company plans to expand to
Chicago in the next two years
but a location has not yet
been picked.
Not everyone is a fan of
naps.
Ryan Wyse of Crystal Lake
said he wouldn’t pay for a
nap or take a quick snooze
for free. Wyse said he dislikes
naps because they make him
feel groggy. His former roommate napped all the time.
“It drove me crazy,” said
Wyse, 31. “He was snoring on
the couch. I’m like, ‘Go do
something.’ ”
tswartz@tribune.com

Reluctant to go back to taxpayers after the biggest property tax hike in Mayor Richard Daley’s tenure and two
sales tax increases this year,
City Hall and Chicago Public
Schools officials are looking
at dipping deeper into reserve
funds to fill a nearly $100 million hole in the new school
budget, sources said Monday.
City and school district officials who have been meeting
privately refused to say if the
proposed school budget that
could be introduced as soon
as Wednesday will call for increased property taxes.
But school officials said
that this year’s tax increases
caused them to look especially hard at not raising
taxes, even though the school
board repeatedly has raised
property taxes over the years
to balance its budget.
“These are obviously tough
economic times, and the last
thing we want to do is raise
taxes,’’ said Chicago Public
Schools spokesman Michael
Vaughn.
This year, Cook County
raised the sales tax by 1 percentage point and the state
raised the sales tax a quarterpoint for the CTA. In November, Daley pushed an $86 million property tax increase
through the City Council.
The mayor also controls the
school board by appointing
its members and could turn
thumbs-down on a property
tax increase.
“[It’s] still being assessed.
Because we are facing economic challenges, it’s in everyone’s best interests to
keep analyzing our options,”
Daley spokeswoman Jodi Kawada said Monday.
If homeowners aren’t hit up
for more taxes, one option the
district has is to further tap
its $480 million in reserves.
Officials already have said
they would take $50 million in
reserves before they pressed
state lawmakers for more
money in the spring.
Bond rating agencies suggest having between 5 and 15
percent of the budget in reserve funds, Vaughn said.
Lowering the reserves too
much could mean a lower
bond rating which makes it
more expensive to borrow
money.
The district wanted $190
million more from the state
but only will be getting $98
million. Vaughn said a lack of
construction money from the
state the last several years
has required the district to
borrow money to keep up.
Vaughn said the district is
looking to cut administrative
costs and other programs outside the classroom such as
transportation.
Laurence
Msall, president of the Civic
Federation, a nonpartisan
government watchdog group,
said that given the declining
enrollment,
the
district
should consider paring staff.
The district expects to continue funding successful programs like full-day kindergarten, the high school transformation initiative designed
to strengthen curriculum
and teacher training programs at high schools that
need to be improved, Vaughn
said. They also hope to continue funding programs targeting incoming freshmen as
well as beef up reading programs and initiatives to
“turn around” eight schools
in the district.
The school district’s overall budget is expected to be
about $5.7 billion, about a 6
percent increase from last
year.
Tribune reporter Hal Dardick
contributed to this report.
csadovi@tribune.com
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